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Abstract
As a decentralized cryptocurrency, bitcoin has attracted
considerable attentions. In the original bitcoin system, a
transaction script is described as a plaintext and thus reveals the privacy. Furthermore, it takes at least one hour
to confirm one transaction, which causes high latency. In
view of these shortcomings, a new protocol is proposed
to preserve the transaction privacy and speed the verification of transaction. Firstly, a modified homomorphic
Paillier cryptosystem is used to preserve transaction privacy for our protocol. Moreover, we combine Zhu et al.’s
interactive incontestable signature with Boneh et al.’s aggregate technique to present a new aggregate signature
scheme, which can process a batch signature and greatly
reduce the storage space. Then our aggregate signature
scheme is applied to achieve fast verification for our protocol. Finally, our aggregate signature scheme is proved
to be unforgeable in the random oracles, and performance
analysis shows that our protocol has the property of privacy preserving and high efficiency.
Keywords: Aggregate Signature; Fast Verification; Paillier Cryptosystem; Privacy Preserving

1

Introduction

Bitcoin blockchain can be essentially known as a decentralized ledger system, which records the transactions
among bitcoin addresses. The transaction is a central
part of bitcoin blockchain, and the process of transaction
is divided into generation, propagation in the network,
proof of work, verification and record on the blockchain
in the end. In Nakamoto’s white paper, bitcoin is defined
as a chain-type string of digital signature. The owner of
bitcoin completes a transaction by making a digital signature of the previous transaction and the next owner’s
public key and attaching this signature to the transaction.
Various signature algorithms, such as multi-signature [8],
blind signature [9], proxy signature [10, 12, 14] and so on,
can be utilized in the process of signature [22]. Gener-

ally, each transaction in bitcoin includes multiple inputs
(one transaction can be sent by multiple individuals to
a user) and outputs (one transaction can be transferred
to multiple individuals). In addition, the input for each
new transaction is the unspent output of a transaction
(UTXO) and also needs to be signed by the private key
corresponding to the previous output, and all nodes on
the network verify the legitimacy of the new transaction
via UTXO and the signature algorithm. However, there
exist many problems and challenges with the development
of bitcoin [13].
There is a serious problem that the bitcoin system
only provides weak privacy protection. The unencrypted
transaction amounts might leak unpredictably massive information during the daily trading. The disclosure of privacy is mainly due to the public amount of transactions,
transaction metadata and distributed ledger, then the attacker can extract a lot of information about the identity
of the user. Furthermore, the association between payment and receipt accounts allows the attacker to track
the entire historical transaction path [20].
In order to enhance privacy preservation, various methods have been proposed to improve the anonymity of bitcoin. Bonneau et al. [4] proposed Mixcoin, which upsets
the relationship between the payment account and the
receive account, thereby increasing the anonymity of bitcoin system. Wijaya et al. [25] also presented an improved
scheme to enhance the anonymity of bitcoin by lifting the
relevance of the transaction. Bergen et al. [2] established
an anonymous e-cash scheme CryptoNote by using ring
signature and concealing address. Miers et al. [16] designed an extended bitcoin protocol Zerocoin based on
zero-knowledge proof. Ben-Sasson et al. [21] proposed
Zerocash based on the Zerocoin protocol by using the zkSNARKs [1] to achieve an anonymous e-cash system and
protect the transaction privacy, but Zerocash needs some
strong trust assumptions, which deviates from the original
trust intention. Ibrahim [11] constructed Securecoin to
improve anonymous in bitcoin. Wang et al. [24] adopted
Paillier Cryptosystem to hide the transaction amount and
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then improve the anonymity of the system, which is compatible with the bitcoin system.
Simultaneously, for legal digital currencies, there is another problem that the bitcoin system suppplies sluggish
transaction speed. In the original bitcoin transaction [17],
the miners need to spend 10 minutes to dig a block. It
takes at least 1 hour to ensure the irreversible transaction.
Therefore, it is very meaningful to study on improving the
speed of transaction.
In order to solve this problem, some technologies such
as expansion, lightning network and other programs are
introduced. The expansion includes the isolation of witness and hard bifurcation block expansion [6, 23]. Lightning network is a side-chain technology, which reduces the
burden of the main chain transaction significantly and
expand more payment model [19]. In addition, Eyal et
al. [7] introduced a new interest measurement method
for quantifying the relationship between the security and
efficiency of bitcoin-like blockchain protocols. Micali et
al. [15] proposed an efficient public book agreement, a
variant of Proof-of-Stake mechanism, that can solve the
problem of bitcoin transaction delays, energy waste and
bifurcation, which requires the number of attackers or the
number of assets controlled by an attacker are less than
1/3 of the total amount. Zhu et al. [27] proposed an interactive incontestable signature scheme to achieve instant
confirmation.
Although the above schemes can solve the corresponding problems about efficiency or privacy, they fail to balance efficiency and privacy issues in various bitcoin-like
systems. Chang et al. [5] modified Ohta-Okamoto digital
signature to achieve batch verification. Yuan et al. [26] applied aggregate signature technique to protect privacy and
improve the performance of signature, but their scheme
is not compatible with bitcoin system. There is still not
a perfect scheme that can not only increase the speed of
transaction confirmation but also protect users privacy
about transaction amount until now. Therefore, it is a
great deal to study a scheme that can both protect privacy and speed up signature verification.
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scheme [24] with new aggregate signature technique to propose a new protocol for bitcoin system, which achieves privacy preservation and
fast verification of signature.
Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces some preliminaries. Section 3 focuses on transaction privacy with Paillier
cryptosystem. Section 4 mainly presents our aggregate signature and security proof. Section 5 proposes
our new protocol, gives the comparisons between new
protocol and related works in functionality, and analyzes security and efficiency. Finally, the conclusion
is shown in Section 6.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Paillier Cryptosystem

Paillier cryptosystem is a homomorphic encryption
scheme, which is based on the composite residuosity class
problem [18]. We review the encryption/decryption process simply as follows:
KeyGen. Set n = pq, compute λ = λ(n) = lcm(p −
1, q − 1), and select a base g ∈ G randomly satisfying
gcd(L(g λ mod n2 ), n) = 1, where p and
 q are large
primes, G is a multiplicative group G = w|w ∈ Z∗n2
and L (θ) = θ−1
n . The public key is pk = (n, g) and
secret key is sk = λ.
Encrypt. For a message m < n, choose a random number r < n, and compute the corresponding ciphertext
c = Encpk (m) = g m rn mod n2
Decrypt. Decrypt the ciphertext c < n2 and obtain

L(cλ mod n2 )
Our Contributions. This paper mainly focuses on primod n.
m = Decsk (m) =
L(g λ mod n2 )
vacy preserving and fast confirmation in bitcoin system. We propose a new scheme that can not only
protect users’ privacy but also increase the speed of
Paillier cryptosystem has an additive homomorphic
transaction confirmation. The main techniques and property as:
contributions are summarized as follows:
Dec(Encpk (m1 )·Encpk (m2 ) mod n2 ) = (m1 +m2 ) mod n.
1) To preserve the transaction privacy, we modify
Wang et al.’s scheme [24] to encrypt the apparPaillier cryptosystem can perform efficiently both enent amounts of users, which doesn’t undermine
cryption
and decryption and be convincingly secure under
the consensus mechanism;
the chosen-plaintext attack in the standard model [18].
2) In the process of signature, we propose a new Due to the inherent additive homomorphic, the Paillier
aggregate signature based on interactive incon- cryptosystem can be applied to various fields, such as the
testable signature and aggregate signature tech- design of voting protocols, the threshold cryptosystem,
nology and prove its security, which can be ap- etc. Furthermore, to preserve the transaction privacy in
plied to achieve fast verification for our protocol; the bitcoin system, Wang et al. [24] utilized Paillier cryp3) We combine the modified Wang et al.’s tosystem to hide the transaction amounts.
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2.2

Bilinear Pairings

u1

c1 = g m1 r n mod n 2
E1 = gam1 hara mod na

Verify

E = Õ Ei

2

2

a

H =E

1) Bilinearity. For all u, v ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Zp1 , then
e(ua , v b ) = e(u, v)ab .
2) Non-degeneration.
e(u, v) 6= 1.

There exist u, v

∈

3) Computability. There is an algorithm to compute
e(u, v) for all u, v ∈ G1 .

2.3

return 1

G1 ,

Complexity Assumptions

The security of our new aggregate signature will be reduced to the hardness of an extended Computational Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (eCBDH) [27]. We review the definition of the eCBDH problem briefly.
Definition 1. Given G, H, Gx , H x , H y ∈ G1 for unknown x, y ∈ Z∗p1 , the eCBDH problem in G1 is to compute Gxy .

uk

m¢1

H = Õ ci

Let G1 , GT be two cyclic groups of prime order p1 . A
bilinear map is a map e : G1 ×G1 → GT with the following
c = g m r n mod n 2
u2 2
properties:
E2 = gam har mod na

ck = g mk r n mod n 2
Ek = gamk hara mod na

m2¢
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next transaction

next transaction

receiver :

( sk , pk )
mk¢

next transaction

Figure 1: Transaction privacy with paillier cryptosystem
Encrypt. In our scheme, k senders initiate one payment
separately to a receiver. To protect transaction privacy, Paillier cryptosystem is used to hide the transaction amounts mi into ciphertexts ci under the receiver’s public key pk = (n, g). Each sender ui selects
r = hα and encrypts amounts as follows:
ci = Encpk (mi ) = g mi rn mod n2

Meanwhile, each sender ui makes a commitment
Definition 2. We say that the (, t)-eCBDH assumption
Ei = gαmi hrαα mod nα for mi , where rα = n.
holds in a group G1 if no algorithm running in time at
most t can solve the eCBDH problem in G1 with probabil- Verify. In the Encrypt phase, the senders initiate bitcoins to the specific receiver under pk. Now the
ity at least .
system will check the correctness of the transaction
amounts in process as follows: whether the outputk
k
P
Q
3 Transaction Privacy with Pailsum
m0i inside the cooperated cipher
ci is equal

lier Cryptosystem

i=1

i=1

to input-sum
It is important for users to maintain their transaction privacy in bitcoin the system. Wang et al. [24] hide transaction amounts by using Paillier cryptosystem to preserve
transaction privacy, where there is a sender who initiates
many payments to multiple receivers. In this paper, we
will consider the opposite situation that k senders separately send one payment to a receiver. To protect transaction privacy, we will modify Wang et al.’s scheme [24] to
encrypt transaction amounts. The original amounts are
replaced with the ciphertexts decrypted by only the receiver that owns the private key. Figure 1 shows the above
process about transaction privacy with Paillier, where the
definitions of letter symbols and parameters can be explained in Section 3.1.

3.1

Transaction Privacy Scheme with
Paillier

k
P

mi inside the cooperated commit-

i=1

ment

k
Q

Ei . The transaction will not be sent to the

i=1

receiver unless the verification process are valid. The
concrete details are divided into two steps:
Step 1. The system computes the cooperated ciphertexts and the cooperated commitments:
Y
P 0
H =
ci = g mi rn mod n2
Y
P
E =
Ei = gα mi hrαα mod nα
Step 2. From KeyGen and Encrypt, there are
nα = n2 , r = hα , rα = n. The system checks
whether H is equal to E. If yes, this shows that
k
k
P
P
input-sum
mi is equal to output-sum
m0i ,
i=1

i=1

then the system returns 1 for the next process.

KeyGen. For the specific receiver, select two large Decrypt. As described in the previous process, the transprimes p, q, compute n = pq, λ = lcm (p − 1, q − 1),
action will be sent to the specific receiver if the sysand set g ∈ Z∗n2 . The public key is pk = (n, g) and
tem returns 1. The receiver uses sk = λ to decrypt
the secret key is sk = λ. Furthermore, generate pubci (i = 1, · · · , k):
lic parameters (gα , hα ) used in Verify phase and set
nα = n2 , where gα ∈ Z∗nα and hα is an element of
L(ci λ mod n2 )
0
m
=
Dec
(c
)
=
mod n.
i
i
the group generated by gα .
L(g λ mod n2 )
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A transaction is finished when the receiver assures Passive attack. The passive attacks usually contain inthe amounts are correct after decryption.
formation monitoring and traffic analysis. The attackers intend to extract secret information from
Broadcast. Finally, the transaction will be broadcast to
the traders by monitoring communications between
P2P network.
senders and a receiver or analyzing the traffic data of
their transactions through internet, then the system
3.2 Correctness of Decryption
may be unsecure due to some sensitive information
in public. The Paillier cryptosystem is used to enTo show the correctness of decryption, a few definitions
crypt and protect the apparent amounts shown on
and conclusions will be given firstly as follows [18]:
the scripts, and what we can see is an unrecognized
Definition 3. For RSA modulus n = pq where p and q
string which can only be readable to the receiver with
are large primes, g ∈ Z∗n2 , and εg is defined as:
private key. Then our scheme can resist passive atx
n
2
tacks.
(x, y) → g · y mod n
where x ∈ Zn , y ∈ Z∗n and c = g x y n mod n2 ∈ Z∗n2 .
Definition 4. For εg and c ∈ Z∗n2 , the unique integer x ∈
Zn is regarded as n-th residuosity class of w with respect
to g for which there exists y ∈ Z∗n such that εg (x, y) = c.
The class of w is denoted by [[w]]g .

Lemma 1. For any ci ∈ Z∗n2 , L cλi mod n2 = λ[[ci ]]1+n .

4

Aggregate Interactive Signature

Zhu et al. [27] addressed the problem of instant confirmation with incontestability in blockchain by adopting
interactive signature. Aggregate signature technique proposed by Boneh et al. [3] can improve efficiency of signature verification. Next, we will combine interactive inconNext, we will give a brief correctness analysis of Pail- testable signature with aggregate signature technique to
−1
lier cryptosystem: Since [[g]]1+n = [[1 + n]]g is revertible, form a new aggregate signature scheme. The detail will
λ
2
which results in that L(g mod n ) is revertible modulo be showed as follows.
n. Therefore, for any g ∈ G and ci ∈ Z∗n2 , i = 1, · · · , k,
compute
4.1 The Proposed Signature Scheme

[[ci ]]g [[g]]1+n
λ[[ci ]]1+n
L cλi mod n2
Setup. This algorithm firstly generates the bilinear
=
=
= mi
L (g λ mod n2 )
λ[[g]]1+n
[[g]]1+n
groups G1 , GT of prime order p1 . Let g1 be the
generator of G1 . This algorithm chooses a random
the receiver decrypts ci correctly to acquire the original
element h ∈ G1 and outputs a master public key
amounts mi .
mpk = (g1 , h). Meanwhile, there is a hash function
∗
H : {0, 1} → G1 .
3.3 Security Analysis
Our scheme can resist two major types of attacks: active KeyGen. Each sender ui (i = 1, · · · , k) runs this∗ algorithm to generate private key ski = xi ∈R Zp1 and
attack and passive attack [24].
public key pki = hxi . The specific receiver runs this
Active attack. Since each transaction in the bitcoin sysalgorithm to generate private key sk 0 = d∈R Z∗p1 and
tem is broadcast eventually to the P2P network
public key pk 0 = g1d .
and the attacker may destroy system deliberately
(tampering attack) or forge transactions maliciously Sign. Each block contains multiple transactions in
the bitcoin blockchain, and each transaction in(Overlay attack) in different types. Our scheme in
cludes multiple inputs and outputs. Each sender
Section 3.1 can resist the active attacks as described
ui (i = 1, · · · , k) and the specific receiver interact
above. We state security analysis:
separately
as follows to generate a signature:
Tampering attack. Our scheme uses the Paillier cryptosystem to encrypt transaction amounts, and only
the receiver with private key can obtain the legal bitcoin. The receiver will not decrypt if the attacker
tampers ciphertexts, which makes the transaction be
discarded. Then our scheme can resist the information tampering attack.
Overlay attack. Overlay attack means that the attacker adds a forgery encrypted amount cf to the
original encrypted amount under the receiver’s pk.
The input-sum and the output-sum will be unequal
if the attacker adds another amount to the transaction, which results in that the verification process will
fail. Then our scheme can resist overlay attack.

Step 1. The receiver selects a∈R Z∗p1 , calculates
Mi = H(Ti )a ∈ G1 of transaction Ti , and transmits Mi to the corresponding sender, where
transaction amounts in Ti are apparent. Meanwhile, the receiver outputs a witness W =
0
(wit1 , wit2 ), where wit1 = g1a , wit2 = (ha )sk =
(ha )d ;
Step 2. Each sender picks a number ri ∈R Z∗p1 , computes

 ri
x H(IDi )
σi0 = g1 i
· Mi
and returns σi0 to the receiver, where IDi is the
identifier of transaction Ti ;
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Response. Finally, A outputs k − 1 additional public
keys pk2 , pk3 , · · · , pkk , here, k is at most N , a game

 ri d
d
x H(IDi )
parameter. These keys, along with the initial key pk1 ,
σi00 = (σi0 ) = g1 i
· Mi
will be included in A’s forged aggregate. A outputs
transaction messages T1 , T2 , · · · Tk and an aggregate
0
00
with his private key sk = d and delivers σi to
signature
σ by k users.
the corresponding sender;

Step 3. The receiver calculates

Step 4. Finally, each sender computes
ri−1

σi = (σi00 )


d
x H(IDi )
= g1 i
· Mi

The adversary A wins if the aggregate signature
σ is a valid on messages T1 , T2 , · · · Tk under keys
pk2 , pk3 , · · · , pkk , and σ is nontrivial, i.e., A did not request a signature on T1 under pk1 .

Definition 5. An aggregate forger A (t, ε, qh , qs )-breaks
an N -user aggregate signature scheme in the aggregate
Aggregate. The signature σi of Ti is published in a block. chosen-key model if: A has advantage at least ε in the
The system selects the master node to calculate an above game, runs in time at most t, and makes at most qh
k
Q
queries to hash function, qs queries to signing oracle. An
σi .
aggregate signature σ =
aggregate signature scheme is (t, ε, qh , qs )-secure against
i=1
existential forgery in the aggregate chosen-key model if
Verify. The aggregate signature σ are given. In order to no forger (t, ε, q , q )-breaks it.
h s
verify the aggregate signature σ, the verifier checks
separately of Ti .

e (σ, h) =

k


Y
H(IDi )
e (pk 0 )
, pki · e (H(Ti ), wit2 )
i=1

then accepts σ if the above equation holds.

4.2

Correctness of Aggregate Signature

The correctness of an aggregate signature σ is proved as
follows:


k
Q
H(ID1 )
e (pk 0 )
, pki · e (H (Ti ) , wit2 )
i=1
 

k

Q
H(IDi )
=
e g1d
, hxi · e H (Ti ) , had
i=1 

d 
k
Q
xi H(IDi )
g1
· Mi , h
=
e
i=1

 k
Q
σi , h
=e
i=1

4.3

Existential Unforgeability

Boneh et al. [3] set up the security model about aggregate
signature at the first time. Aggregate signature means
that k users separately signs k distinct messages, then k
signatures are aggregated into a single signature. This
single signature will convince the verifier that k users did
indeed sign k messages. Therefore, the security model
about aggregate signature of Boneh et al. [3] is applied to
our aggregate interactive signature.
In our scheme, the adversary A’s advantage,
AdvAggSigA , is defined to be the probability of success
in the following game [3]:
Setup. The adversary A is provided with a public key
pk1 generated at random.
Queries. Proceeding adaptively, A requests signatures
with pk1 on the messages of his choices.

4.4

Security Proof

Theorem 1. Our aggregate signature scheme is
(t, ε, qh , qs )-secure against existential forgery in the aggregate chosen-key model, if no algorithm running in time at
most t0 can solve the eCBDH problem in G1 with probability at least ε0 , where
t + cG1 (qh + 2qs + N + 5) + N + 1 ≤ t0
qs +N −1

1
1
·ε
·
ε0 = 1 −
qs + N
qs + N
Proof. Suppose there exists a PPT adversary A that outputs a forged aggregate signature for new aggregate signature scheme with a non-negligible advantage ε. We can
use the algorithm A to construct a PPT algorithm C that
can break the eCBDH problem.
Setup. The algorithm C is given G, H, Gx , H x , H y ∈
G1 , where x, y ∈ Z∗p1 , and his goal is to calculate
Gxy ∈ G1 . C runs the aggregate interactive signature scheme to generate mpk = (G, H) = (g1 , h) and
starts as follows:
Algorithm C maintains a list of seven tuples
(Ti , pki , pk 0 , W, λi , c, a). We refer to this list as the Klist, and the list is initially empty. When A performs
the queries of the transaction Ti under the public
keys, algorithm C responds as follows:
Step 1. If the query Ti already appears on the Klist in some tuple (Ti , pki , pk 0 , W, λi , c, a), then
algorithm C responds with pki , pk 0 , W .
Step 2. Otherwise, C generates a random coin c ∈
{0, 1} so that Pr[c = 0] = 1/(qs + N ).
Step 3. Algorithm C picks λi , a ∈ Z∗p1 . If c = 0
holds, assuming that ski = yλi , sk 0 = x/λi , C
computes
λ

pki = (H y ) i , pk 0 = Gx/λi
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wit1 = Ga = g1a , wit2 = (H x ) = had
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So σi is a valid signature on Ti . Now C constructs a
 k
−1
Q
value σ1 : σ1 ← σ ·
σi
. Then

W = (wit1 , wit2 )

i=2

If c = 1 holds, assuming that ski = αi ∈ Z∗p1 ,
computes pki = H = Ga = g1αi , pk 0 = Gx/λi .

C

Step 4. Algorithm C adds the tuple (Ti , pki , pk 0 , W,
λi , c, a) to the K-list and responds to A as
pki , pk 0 , W .
Note that, either way, pki , pk 0 , W are uniform in G1
and are independent of A’s current view as required.

e (σ1 , h)
k
Q
−1
= e (σ, h) ·
e(σi , h)
i=2


H(ID1 )
= e (pk 0 )
, pk1 · e (H (T1 ) , wit2 )

If the above equation holds, σ1 is a valid signature
on T1 . Then C can calculate and output his target
value
 .

Gxy = σ1 (Gx )

ah(T1 )

1/H(ID1 )

Hash queries. Algorithm A can query the random oracle H to qh times. When A queries H (Ti ) of Ti , alThe above steps complete the description of algorithm
gorithm C responds as H (Ti ) = Gh(Ti ) , where there C. It remains to show that C solves the eCBDH problem
∗
is a map: {0, 1} → Z∗p1 and h (Ti ) ∈ Z∗p1 .
in G1 with probability at least ε0 . To do so, we analyze
the three events needed for C to succeed:
Signature queries. Algorithm A requests a signature
on some transaction message Ti under the challenge E1 : C does not abort as a result of any of C’s signature
queries.
key pk1 . Algorithm C responds to the query as follows:
E2 : A generates a valid, nontrivial aggregate signature
forgery (k, pk1 , · · · , pkk , T1 , · · · , Tk ).
1) Algorithm C runs the above algorithm to respond the hash queries on Ti , obtaining the E3 : Event E2 occurs, and, in addition, c = 0 when i = 1,
corresponding tuple (Ti , pki , pk 0 , W, λi , c, a). If
and, for 2 ≤ i ≤ k.
c = 0, then C reports failure and terminates.
C succeeds if all these events happen. The probability
2) Otherwise, algorithm C computes
Pr [E1 ∧ E3 ] decomposes as
σi = GxH(IDi )+h(Ti )xa

Pr [E1 ∧ E3 ] = Pr [E1 ] · Pr [E2 |E1 ] · Pr [E3 |E1 ∧ E2 ]

and returns σi to A.

The following claims give a lower bound for each of
these terms.

Output. Finally, A halts. It either concedes failure, in
which case so does A, or it returns a value k (k ≤ N ), Claim 1. The probability that algorithm C does not
abort as a result of A’s aggregate signature queries
k−1 public keys pk2 , pk3 , · · · , pkk , k transaction mesq
are at least (1 − 1/(qs + N )) s . Hence,
sages T1 , · · · , Tk , and a forged aggregate signature σ.
A must not have requested a signature on T1 . Algoq
Pr [E1 ] ≥ (1 − 1/(qs + N )) s
rithm C runs the above algorithms at each Ti and obtains k corresponding tuples (Ti , pki , pk 0 , W, λi , c, a),
Claim 2. If algorithm C does not abort as results of A’s
where i = 1, 2, · · · , k.
queries, then algorithm A’s view is identical to its
Algorithm C now proceeds only if c = 0 when i = 1 ,
view in the real attack. Hence,
and, for 2 ≤ i ≤ k, c = 1; otherwise C declares failure
and halts. The aggregate signature σ must satisfy
Pr [E2 |E1 ] ≥ ε
the follow equation:
k


Y
H(IDi )
e (σ, h) =
e (pk 0 )
, pki · e (H(Ti ), wit2 ) .
i=1

Claim 3. The probability that algorithm C does not
abort after A outputs a valid and nontrivial forgery
N −1
is at least (1 − 1/qs + N )
· 1/(qs + N ). Hence,
N −1

For each i > 1, C sets σi = GxH(ID)i +h(Ti )xa , then
e (σi , h)

i )xa
= e GxH(IDi )+h(T
,
h


= e GxH(IDi ) , h · e Gh(Ti ) , hax

= e (pk 0 )

H(IDi )

, h · e Gh(Ti ) , wit2



Pr [E3 |E1 ∧ E2 ] ≥ (1 − 1/qs + N )

· 1/qs + N

Algorithm C produces the correct answer with probability
at least
qs +N −1

1
1
0
ε = 1−
·
·ε
qs + N
qs + N
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u1 : ( sk1 , pk1 )
m1 n

c1 = g r mod n

2

u2 : ( sk2 , pk2 )
c2 = g m2 r n mod n 2

)

d

s 2 = g 2x ×H ( ID ) × M 2¢

)

(

s 1 = g1x ×H ( ID ) × M 1¢

(

1

1

2

2

m1¢

d

m2¢

next transaction

next transaction

k

a

( sk , pk )
( sk ¢, pk ¢ )

i =1

uk : ( skk , pkk )
ck = g mk r n mod n 2

(

s k = g kx ×H ( ID ) × M k¢
k

k

)

Sign. Each block contains multiple transactions in the
bitcoin blockchain. Then each sender and receiver
interact separately as follows to generate a signature
for a payment. Here, we denote the transaction as
Ti0 , where each transaction amount mi has been encrypted as ci by Paillier cryptosystem.
Step 1. The receiver calculates the Mi0 = H(Ti0 )
of transaction Ti0 with a∈R Z∗p1 , and then transmits Mi0 to each sender. Meanwhile, the receiver
outputs a witness W = (wit1 , wit2 ), where

receiver:

s = Õs i
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d

mk¢

sk0

wit1 = g1a , wit2 = (ha )

next transaction

Figure 2: Transaction privacy with paillier cryptosystem
Algorithm C’s running time is the same as A’s running
time plus the time that is takes to respond to publickey queries hash queries and signature queries, and the
time to transform A’s final forgery into the eCBDH solution. Each hash query and signature query require
an exponentiation in G1 . The output phase requires
at most N additional hash computations, three inversions, two exponentiations, and N +1 multiplications. We
assume that exponentiation and inversion in G1 take
time cG1 . Hence, the total running time is at most
t + cG1 (qH + 2qS + N + 5) + N + 1 ≤ t0 as required. The
above process complete the proof of Theorem 1.

d

= (ha )

Step 2. Each sender selects a number ri ∈R Z∗p1 and
delivers

 ri
x H(IDi )
σi0 = g1 i
· Mi0
to the receiver, where IDi is the identifier of Ti0 ;
Step 3. The receiver calculates

 ri d
d
x H(IDi )
σi00 = (σi0 ) = g1 i
· Mi0
and returns σi00 to the corresponding sender;
Step 4. Finally, each sender computes
σi = (σi00 )

ri−1


d
x H(IDi )
= g1 i
· Mi0

of Ti0 .

5
5.1

New Protocol with Privacy Preserving and Fast Verification
The Proposed Protocol

Aggregate. The system selects the master node to calk
Q
culate aggregate signature σ =
σi .
i=1

Verify. An aggregate signature σ ∈ G1 is given. In order
to verify the signature σ, the verifier computes

A new protocol that can achieve privacy preservation and
k


Y
fast verification is proposed in this Section. Transaction
0 H(IDi )
e
(σ,
h)
=
e
(pk
)
,
pk
· e (H(Ti0 ), wit2 )
i
privacy with Paillier in Section 3 and new aggregate sigi=1
nature in Section 4 are used to reach our goals. The
sender signs a payment after transaction amounts are enthen accepts σ if this equation holds. The transaction
crypted and verified by the system. Here, there exist k
will be sent to the receiver if the above steps are
senders initiate k payments to a receiver. Figure 2 shows
performed correctly, where the transfer form of input
the structure of our protocol, where (ski , pki ) is the sigis ci = g mi rn mod n2 .
nature key pair of each sender, (sk, pk) and (sk 0 , pk 0 ) are
separately the encryption key pair and the signature key Decrypt. When the receiver gets ciphertexts, he can use
pair of the receiver.
private key sk 0 to decrypt:
The concrete process of signature is shown as follows.
L(ci λ mod n2 )
mod n
mi = Dec (ci ) =
KeyGen. The system generates the bilinear group
L(g λ mod n2 )
G1 , GT and chooses a random number h ∈ G1 . Let g1
be the generator of G1 . Each sender ui (i = 1, · · · , k)
A transaction is finished when the receiver assures
runs this algorithm to generate private key ski =
the amounts are correct after decryption.
xi ∈R Z∗p1 and public key pki = hxi . The specific
receiver runs this algorithm to generate private key Broadcast. Finally, the transaction will be broadcast to
sk 0 = d∈R Z∗p1 and public key pk 0 = g1d .
P2P network.
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5.2

Security Analysis
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5

In Sections 3 and 4, the security of transaction privacy
and aggregate signature have been revealed separately.
Then security analysis about our protocol are showed as
follows:

Time(ms)

4

1) In the process of encrypting transaction amounts, our
scheme can resist active attack (such as tampering
attack and overlay attack) and passive attack (such
as information monitoring) due to the use of Paillier
cryptosystem. The details refer to Section 3.3.

KeyGen
Encrypt
Verify
Decrypt

3

2

1

0

10
20
30
40
50
2) In the process of signature, the new aggregate sigThe number of senders(k)
nature is proved to be unforgeable under eCBDH
Figure 3: Computation time of transaction privacy
assumption, which ensures that the attacker cannot
tamper with the aggregate signature and then any
single signature of all senders is unforgeable. The
and pairing operation time. Therefore, effective privacy
details refer to Section 4.3.
preservation and fast signature verification for our protocol are showed as follows:

Table 1: Functionality comparisons

[24]
[26]
[27]
Ours

Transaction
privacy
√
√

Fast
verification
×
√

×
√

×
√

Compatible
with bitcoin
√
×
√
√

1) In the process of hiding transaction amounts, the
complexity of preserving privacy is showed in Table 2.
As for the actual performance analysis, we select the
different number of senders separately to construct
the experimental simulations, which proves that our
protocol can achieve effective privacy preservation.
As is described in Figure 3, we select the different number of senders: 10 senders, 20 senders, 30
senders, 40 senders, 50 senders. It is easy to see that
the computation costs are all in milliseconds regardless of the number of senders. The computation time
is so small that our protocol can preserve privacy effectively.

Table 2: Complexity Analysis of transaction privacy
Algorithm
KeyGen
Encrypt
Verify
Decrypt

5.3

Computation Costs
2τm
kτM + (k + 1) τE
(2k − 2) τm + kτM + (k + 1) τE
(k + 1) τm + (k + 1) τE

Functionality Comparisons

Features comparisons between our protocol and some recent schemes are listed in Table 1. As can be seen from
the comparisons with some related works,
our protocol
√
can achieve more functionality, where
means that the
corresponding scheme achieves this functionality, and ×
means that the corresponding scheme doesn’t achieve or
mention this functionality.

5.4

Efficiency Analysis

Our protocol is split into two processes, the transaction
amounts are fist encrypted, and then the signature is generated about the transaction. We set τm , τM , τE , τB to
represent separately multiplication operating time, modular multiplication time, modular exponentiation time

2) In the process of signature, the computational complexity comparisons between our protocol and Zhu et
al.’s [27] scheme are given in Table 3.
As for the actual performance analysis, we assume that
there are 10 senders in one bitcoin transaction. Then the
experimental results is simulated in Figure 4. Apparently,
we can see that our protocol has less time costs in the
verify phase than Zhu et al.’s [27] scheme, which indicates
that our protocol can achieve fast signature verification.
Above all, the proposed protocol can not only preserve
privacy effectively but also fast confirm the signature in
bitcoin transaction.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a new system protocol
in bitcoin that not only protects the privacy of users but
also enhances the efficiency of verification for signature.
The new protocol keeps the size of signatures constant
with a single signature regardless of the number of inputs
and outputs, compresses the signatures of any number
of users into a single signature and greatly reduces the
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Table 3: Complexity comparisons of signature
Scheme
[27]
Ours

KeyGen
(k + 4) τE
(k + 4) τE

Sign
(2k − 1) τm + 5kτE
(2k − 1) τm + 5kτE

600
500

[5]

Zhu et al.

Time(ms)

Ours

400
300

[6]
200
100
0

[7]
KeyGen

Sign

Verify

Figure 4: Comparisons of computation time in signature
storage space of signature. Furthermore, our new protocol reduces the requirements of the network bandwidth
transmission, simplifies the process of verification and decreases the workload of signature verification.

[8]

[9]
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